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In the above titled paper, we defined a canonical chain complex.
But the definition is incomplete and the following correction should be
made.
From Line 1 bottom of p. 58 to Line 1 of p. 59 should be "is k-
canonical for an integer k^O if F
o
 consists of one Eilenberg-MacLane
complex K(π, N)9 Bx is a cartesian product of Ω~k~Ψ0 and Eilenberg-
MacLane complexes of dimension <iV+£ + l, Bt+1 is a cartesian product
of Cί~ktB1 and Eilenberg-MacLane complexes of dimension <N+k(t +1)+1
for ltίt<*r— 1, and there are canonical injections j t : Ω~ktF0-> ΩBt,
]t: Ωl~ktB1->Bt+1 such that".
In Line 7 of Theorem 10.1 (i.e. Line 15 bottom of p. 59), "canonical"
should read "k-canonical". In Lemma 11.1 (Line 16 bottom of p. 60]
"canonical" should read "k-canonical with k = 2(pi — l)".
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